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The HL-LHC Upgrade
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LHC schedule

Higgs boson
discovery.

<PU>' 25 � 60
New physics ?

<PU>' 140 � 200
Well beyond current
experience !

A.-M. Magnan HGCAL Siena, 04/10/2016 2 / 14

From around 2026 onwards LHC instantaneous luminosity will increase by a factor 5 to 7 
and integrated luminosities of 3000 fb-1 are planned. 

A major challenge for the detector design! 
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The CMS HL-LHC Upgrades

3

Replace endcap calorimeters  
• Rad. tolerant – high granularity

• Mitigate pileup – 3D tracking

• Operate at -30°C

Replace tracker 
• Rad. tolerant - higher granularity - significant less material

• 40 MHz selective readout (pT > 2 GeV ) in outer tracker for L1 trigger

• Extend coverage to η = 3.8

Barrel EM calorimeter 
• Replace FE/BE electronics

• Lower operating temperature to 8°C

Muon system 
• Replace DT & CSC FE/BE 

electronics

• Complete RPC coverage in 

1.5 < η < 2.4

• Muon tagging 2.4 < η < 3

Trigger/HLT/DAQ 
• Track information at L1 trigger

• L1 trigger: 12.5 µm latency - output 750kHz

• HLT: output 7.5 kHz 
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Detector Environment

n After the HL-LHC upgrade, the CMS end-cap will operate in an unprecedented 
radiation environment

➤ Fluences of up to 1016 neq/cm2 and doses of up to 1.5 MGy

➤ Pile-up of up to 200 collisions/crossing 

n Use silicon detectors to survive with high granularity and precise timing of ~50ps on 
cell level

4

114 Chapter 3. Calorimetry

Figure 3.35: Equivalent 1 MeV neutron fluence for Phase-II endcap calorimetry at HL-LHC.

active thickness) will be within ±3 µm of the average for the wafer. This translates to an ef-
fective Gaussian spread of the diffusion depth between the pads in a wafer of 0.6% (1.7%) for
wafers with 300 (100) µm active thickness, respectively. As part of the test and qualification
protocol for wafers the depletion depth of cells will be characterized by voltage/capacitance
measurements with a precision of better than 1%. A number of “longitudinal” towers will be
put into test beams to calibrate the responses to electrons and hadrons before startup.

3.5.12 Radiation tolerance

At the HL-LHC the silicon sensors of the HGC will be exposed to hadron fluences ranging
from about 2 ⇥ 1014 up to about 1016 1 MeV neutron equivalent per cm2 (neq/cm2) as shown in
Fig. 3.35. These fluences are similar to those in the tracker and pixel volumes for the HL-LHC,
and the basic parameters for the HGC sensor design are based on results obtained for the CMS
Phase-II Tracker R&D (e.g. Fig. 3.36, showing charge collection as a function of fluence), and
further dedicated measurements using neutron fluences up to 1.6 ⇥ 1016 n/cm2.

The main difference between the tracker and the HGC is that whereas in the tracker case the
fluence is dominated by charged hadrons, in the case of the HGC it is neutrons that dominate.
A dedicated campaign is underway to determine if the performance of the sensors is affected
differently by neutrons. This study includes both p-in-n and n-in-p sensors, with active thick-
ness of 300, 200, 100 and 50 µm, exposed to fluences up to the highest to which the HGC will
be exposed. First results from neutron irradiation are summarized in Fig. 3.37. At the start
of life the collected charge is about 22, 15 and 9 ke for sensors with 300, 200 and 120 µm ac-
tive thicknesses, respectively. These numbers are calculated using 73 e/µm for the MIP charge
deposition in silicon. Based on the measurements shown above, the collected charge after
3000 fb�1 is estimated to be in the worst case 10, 6 and 4 ke for the three thicknesses. These
numbers are somewhat lower than expected from purely proton irradiation and the reason is
being investigated. Our current design specifies an active thickness of 100 µm for the region
subjected to the highest flux, but in the light of these measurements we may wish to choose an
active thickness of 120 µm. The measured leakage currents for irradiated sensors, at –20� C and
at bias voltages of 600 and 800 V, are consistent with expectations, as can be seen in Fig. 3.38

expected neutron equivalent fluences
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The CMS HGCal Upgrade
q Key facts:


➤ High granularity throughout the calorimeter 
➤ Hexagonal silicon sensors in EE and high-radiation FH & BH

➤ Scintillating tiles with SiPM readout in low-radiation FH & BH

➤ Sensors with W/Cu backing plate and readout PCB built into 

modules

➤ Modules will be mounted on cooling plates with electronics 

and absorbers to make up cassettes

➤ Goal is ~50 ps timing on cell level for vertex reconstruction/

pile-up rejection


q Key parameters:

➤ HGCAL covers 1.5 < η < 3

➤ Full system maintained at -30°C 
➤ ~ 600 m2 of silicon 
➤ ~ 500 m2 of scintillators

➤ ~ 6M silicon channels, ~0.5 and ~1 cm2 cell-size

➤ Power at end of life ~120 kW of which ~20% is sensor 

leakage current

5

Endcap Electromagnetic calorimeter (EE): Si, Cu & CuW & Pb absorbers, 28 layers, 25 X0 & ~1.3 λ

Front Hadronic calorimeter (FH): Si & scintillator, steel absorbers, 12 layers, ~ 3.5 λ

Backing Hadronic calorimeter (BH): Si & scintillator, steel absorbers, 12 layers, ~ 5 λ
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Timing performanceTiming performance

Same performance with the Irradiated diodes → ~15 ps resolution for one single diode

CMS Preliminary

Time resolution vs signal-to-noise is compatible between the uirradiated and irradiated diodes.
Single sensor time resolution at large S/N = 25/√2 ~15 ps, in agreement with the unirradiated 
results.
Analysis still ongoing ...

dd-FZ 120 n-type (800V)

unirradiated
6.25x1015 n/cm2

6.25x1015 n/cm2

1.0x1016 n/cm2

1.6x1016 n/cm2

1.5x1015 n/cm2

2.5x1015 n/cm2

2.5x1015 n/cm2

4.0x1015 n/cm2

dd-FZ 200 n-type (800V)

CMS Preliminary

Why Silicon?

n Relatively good understanding of and handle on mitigating radiation damage

➤ Can mitigate leakage current noise contribution by cooling to -30°

➤ Can mitigate signal loss by going to thinner sensors and higher bias voltage


n Potential to reach intrinsic time resolution of O(25ps) 
➤ Behaviour depends only on S/N even at 1016 n/cm2


n Allows for a compact calorimeter with high granularity

6
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Characterization after neutron irradiation dd-FZCharacterization after neutron irradiation dd-FZ

TCT-IR-1063nm-250ps

unirradiated

-20oC and annealing of 10min@60oC

320 um
200 um

120 um

320 um
200 um

120 um

Leakage current normalized by the volume of the diode (for all thicknesses and two type of 
bulk doping) increases proportional to the 9uence
At very high 9uences the current still continue to scale linearly with the volume and the 
9uence.

Use thin sensors in the inner most layers, operate cold and at higher voltage.
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Layout
n Choose silicon sensor thickness according to expected radiation dose


➤ Depending on 120 µm, 200 µm & 300 µm active thickness

➤ Reduce cell size for thinner sensors to keep similar capacitance


n Intersection and exact geometry between scintillator and silicon regions will be 
evaluated in the coming months 

➤ SiPM-on-tile is the baseline option (analogous to CALICE AHCAL)

➤ Granularity has to be optimised with respect to physics performance and cost

7

01/22/17
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Si sensors for HGCAL

● At higher radiation levels its beneficial to use

thinner sensors. E-field higher for the same bias.
● Higher η region: Sensors with 120 μm

depletion depth.
●  Lower η region:  200 μm & 300 μm

● Cell size ~ 1 cm2  for 200 μm & 300 μm

depletion sensors. 
● ~ 0.5 cm2  for 120 μm depletion 

sensors. 
● Cell size reduction to maintain moderate

capacitance(< 50 pF).

Investigating using 8” wafers instead of 6” – lower overall cost 

Different regions in EE Mockup of a mixed 30° cassette for FH 
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Expected Performance

n Compact design and chosen materials result in narrow showers

➤ Together with high granularity allows for good particle separation and particle flow 

➤ Pile up rejection can be done within the first layers


n Good energy resolution

➤ Stochastic term of ~20% and constant term of ~1%

8
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Introduction Design and readout Triggers Simulation Conclusion

Single particle performance of ECAL

Narrow showers: PU rejection in first layers.
Good particle separation for particle-flow approach.
Stochastic term ' 20%.
Constant term target ' 1%.

Using narrow showers to
reconstruct photons from
Higgs decay.
Impact of PU (out-of-time
included) largely mitigated.

A.-M. Magnan HGCAL Siena, 04/10/2016 11 / 14 �
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relative energy resolutiontransverse shower size
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Silicon Sensors

9

n Hexagonal geometry as largest tile-able polygon

➤ 6” and 8” sensors considered

➤ Cell sizes of ~0.5 cm2 and ~1 cm2 

➤ Cell capacitance of ~50 pF


➤ Will most likely need n-on-p for inner layers


n Some design goals

➤ 1kV sustainability to mitigate radiation damage 
➤ Four quadrants to study inter-cell gap distance and 

its influence on Vbd, Cint and CCE


n A few more details about those sensors

➤ Active thickness by deep diffusion or thinning

➤ Inner guard ring is grounded, outer guard ring is 

floating

➤ Truncated tips, so called mouse bites, for module 

mounting

➤ Calibration cells of smaller size for single MIP 

sensitivity at end of life

mouse bites calibration cells

Hamamatsu 6” 128ch design

contact pads
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Example Results

10

higher leakage currents 
at the edge region

lower leakage currents 
in the calibration cells mouse bites & calibration cells 

show lower capacitances than full cells 
(smaller size)

IV and CV example measurements done with probe card plus external switching unit

1000V 300V
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Module Integration

n Preliminary module design is as following

➤ First, the sensor is glued unto W/Cu baseplate covered with Au/Kapton foil

➤ Then, the readout PCB is glued unto the sensor

➤ Wire bonds through holes in the PCB connect readout board to sensor cells


n Per hole in the PCB, we can connect to 3 cells compared to 4 with squares

➤ Makes routing more difficult. Investigating sensor design features that could help.

11

module design

01/22/17
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HGCAL module assembly
In
ca
nd
el
a,
2
M
ay
20
17

Dummy prototype Manual fixtures are in use
• Module using dummy silicon and 

a bare hexaboard assembled
Assembly and wirebonding went very 
smoothly

3readout PCB wire bonds

Hexaboard-module Assembly Qualification

4

Many precautions were taken based upon 
experience with previous test beam 
modules and because this is the only 
module going into the current test beam at 
CERN: 
• New epoxy dispensing and 

wirebonding routines were tested 
extensively (including tests with a 
dummy hexaboard-module that we 
built)

• Fixtures were tested and all Teflon 
surfaces were inspected under a stereo 
microscope

• Enscapsulation of the dummy 
hexaboard-module bonds were tested 
via thermal cycling (-30C) without any 
apparent risk 

- Wirebonds for new stepped holes seen
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Front End Readout
n Requirements


➤ Large dynamic range of 0.4 fC to 10 pC  
➤ Low power budget of 10 mW/channel

➤ Timing information with 50 ps accuracy

➤ Low noise of ~ 2ke-

➤ High radiation resistance  

n Baseline 

➤ TSMC 130nm technology 

➤ ToA with 50 ps binning for timing 

➤ ToT with 12 bit for 0.1 to 10 pC

➤ ADC with 10 bit for 0 to 0.1 pC

➤ Large buffers to accommodate 12.5 μs 

latency of L1 trigger


n Status

➤ Skiroc2CMS designed for testbeam

➤ First HGROC version to be submitted by 

mid 2017 

12

28/02/2017 24

Front-end readout components

Trigger path

Data path
Analogue Digitization Digital

Data path

Trigger path

28/02/2017 25

Data path

Time over Threshold (ToT)

Signal after shaper ADC – ToT

Buffer waiting L1 trigger accept
12.5 �s latency
512 events N 32 bits = 16.4 kb / channel
Power consumption: 2 mC / channel

VFE layout

ADC and ToT

For more information see talk by Johan Borg at Thursday 11h in the R3 session. 
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Trigger

Front End

➤ HGROC reduces granularity and 

energy resolution

➤ Concentrator selects a fraction of 

trigger cells from several modules

13

HGROC

Concentrator

Track Trigger

TPG Layer 1

TPG Layer 2

Correlator

Global Trigger

~ 300 Tb/s

~ 60 Tb/s

~ 10 - 50 Tb/s

~ 2 Tb/s

HGCAL Backend

➤ Clustering of energies

➤ Build 2D cluster

➤ Link 3D clusters


CMS Backend

➤ Combination with other CMS 

subdetectors

➤ L1 trigger decision

For more information see talk by Johan Borg at Thursday 11h in the R3 session. 
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Mechanical Design

n Absorber structure will be built in full disks 
rather than in sectors

➤ Better physics performance as there are no gaps/

overlaps

➤ Assembly was evaluated to be easier

➤ Costs slightly lower

➤ Mechanical strength and feasibility has been 

demonstrated with adequate safety factor 


n Absorber material will be 

➤ Lead in steel mantle for EE

➤ Steel for FH and BH

➤ Plus some Cu and W from base and cooling plates


n Cassettes with active modules 
➤ Integrated into absorber structure for EE

➤ Inserted into absorber structures for FH+BH

14

preliminary cassette design

Stainless-steel clad
Pb absorber

Stainless-steel clad

PCB motherboard
ASICs etc.

PCB sensor board
Silicon

CuW baseplate

Cu cooling plate

~24 mm
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Testbeam & Prototyping

15

For more information see talk by Francesco Romeo today 14h20 in the R1 session. 

n Several testbeams at FNAL and CERN with up to 
16 HGCAL modules in 2016


n Proof of concept of the baseline design with a 
closely spaced stack of modules 

➤ Test the design of a compact detector module with 

the proposed wire-bonding scheme 
➤ Learn what can go wrong

➤ Reach good agreement between simulation          

and experiment 


n Many properties studied

➤ Pedestal and noise stability

➤ MIP calibration and S/N

➤ Response to electrons

➤ Energy, position and time resolution


n Another intensive period planned for 2017! Event display from CERN TB

Module prototype for testbeam

Arabella Martelli 19/05/17

2016 TB: sensor module assembly
• 128 channels Si sensors:  
- n-type, 1cm2 cell-size, 200um depleted region 

• Demonstration of assembly process: 
- module assembled as a glued stack of hexagon components 

- with a two-layers PCB for readout 

• In this first set of test, the Skiroc2 ASIC were used:  
chip developed for CALICE collaboration 
- 64 channels per chip, 2 chips used per hexagon module

11

Status of EK+ HE Reco

Michalis Bachtis
(CERN-PH)

Upgrade TP meeting
On behalf of the GED working team 

26/11/14

Status of EK+ HE Reco

Michalis Bachtis
(CERN-PH)

Upgrade TP meeting
On behalf of the GED working team 

26/11/14
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of the beam-lines used. The simulation package developed for the beam tests is described in47

section 0.4, whilst section 0.5 gives an overview of the analysis framework. Sections 0.6-0.1248

summarise the results obtained with the prototypes, and section 0.13 provides a summary and49

outlook.50

0.2 Module construction, support structures and readout sum-51

mary52

For the construction of the HGCAL EE prototype, hexagonal silicon sensors and readout elec-53

tronics were assembled into detector modules. Each module is a glued stack comprising a54

dense (low X0) CuW (25% : 75%) baseplate, a polyimide foil, the silicon sensor and a PCB to55

host the wire bonds down to the sensor. A second PCB was plugged into connectors on this56

first PCB.57

0.2.1 Silicon sensors58

Fig. 2 shows one of the sensors used during the test beam campaign. These sensors are 128-59

channel hexagonal silicon devices made from 6” p-in-n silicon wafers manufactured by HPK2.60

Figure 2: A 128-cell hexagonal silicon sensor used in the beam tests.

The physical thickness of these sensors is 320 µm with a depleted thickness of 200 µm. The61

cells on the sensor, except those on the edges3, are hexagonal with an area of ⇠ 1.1 cm2. There62

are two cells on the sensor known as calibration pads, that have an area of about 1/9th of the63

area of the full hexagonal cell. These cells facilitate calibration with single mimimum-ionizing64

particles (MIPs) (see section 0.7) after extreme irradiation, when the S/N of a standard cell may65

be too small to detect single MIPs efficiently. Since noise is proportional to the area of the cell,66

2Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan
3Due to the overall hexagonal geometry, cells around the edges are either half-hexagons or other shapes

6

Figure 5: Left: a photo of the assembled bare module showing the PCB with connectors and
holes for wire bonds. The polyimide layer is visible at the corners, where there are also holes
through the module for attaching it to a support (cooling) plate. Right: a complete HGCAL
modules, showing the readout PCB with two wire-bonded Skiroc2 bare-die ASICs (under pro-
tective black potting material)

oped for the CALICE collaboration with silicon-based calorimetry in mind. The chip offers a111

rich functionality of which only a fraction was used. Each Skiroc2 has 64 channels, with each112

channel having a preamplifier and two separate slow shapers, a fast shaper, self-trigger and113

fifteen-cell pipeline, as well as a 12-bit ADC. Only the slow shapers were used in our system as114

we utilized an external trigger (the fast shaper is used for self-trigger). The two shapers have a115

fixed gain ratio of 10:1, providing low- and high-gain amplification and hence a large dynamic116

range with, at the same time, good accuracy for small signals from single particles. For every117

trigger received, both high and low gain signals were read out for every channel. A simplified118

schematic of the Skiroc2 ASIC is shown in Fig. 6.119

Figure 6: A simplified schematic of the Skiroc2 ASIC, showing only the sections used in the
2016 beam tests.

1st PCB  
wire-bonded to sensor

0.2. Module construction, support structures and readout summary 5

electronics and connectors to the outside world. This two-PCB design was chosen for flexibility,91

so that the readout PCB could be changed if any active element failed. It also allowed the92

potential of evaluating different ASIC designs on the same silicon sensor modules.93

The baseplate, polyimide sheet, silicon and first PCB are all glued together using Araldite 201194

non-conductive epoxy. This assembly was performed at UCSB using a semi-automated gantry95

system for holding the pieces and dispensing optimized patterns of glue. The glue cures at96

room temperature in 24 hours, leading to a total assembly time of approximately three days for97

the three gluing steps. Three modules could be constructed in parallel. The assembly process98

is summarized in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. These “bare modules” were then sent to FNAL for the wire-99

bonding from the PCB to the silicon, which required a deep-access wire-bonding machine for100

the through-holes. Wire bonds also connected the PCB to the polyimide sheet, which in turn101

connected to the backside of the silicon. The final step was to plug the readout PCB onto the102

first and test the module.103

Figure 4: The assembly of one of the modules used in the 2016 beam tests, until the PCB-
mounting stage. 1: the CuW baseplate on its gluing jig; 2: addition of Araldite 2011 epoxy; 3:
the polyimide gold-plated foil; 4: the polyimide foil glued to the baseplate and with its own
layer of glue; 5: the silicon sensor glued onto the polyimide foil; 6: the addition of a special
pattern of glue that, when the PCB is attached, spreads over the entire silicon surface except
where the wire-bonding takes place.

Once the modules were fully assembled, bias-voltage wires were soldered to the first PCB and104

basic IV measurements on the full sensor were made, up to 200 V, to ensure no breaks or serious105

stresses were apparent on the silicon. The functionality of the modules was also tested, using106

the DAQ system described in section 0.2.4.107

0.2.3 Front-end electronics108

For these first proof-of-principle beam tests, an existing ASIC was used: “Skiroc2” [? ], de-109

signed by the Omega group [? ] based at Ecole Polytechnique near Paris. Skiroc2 was devel-110
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connected to the backside of the silicon. The final step was to plug the readout PCB onto the102

first and test the module.103

Figure 4: The assembly of one of the modules used in the 2016 beam tests, until the PCB-
mounting stage. 1: the CuW baseplate on its gluing jig; 2: addition of Araldite 2011 epoxy; 3:
the polyimide gold-plated foil; 4: the polyimide foil glued to the baseplate and with its own
layer of glue; 5: the silicon sensor glued onto the polyimide foil; 6: the addition of a special
pattern of glue that, when the PCB is attached, spreads over the entire silicon surface except
where the wire-bonding takes place.

Once the modules were fully assembled, bias-voltage wires were soldered to the first PCB and104

basic IV measurements on the full sensor were made, up to 200 V, to ensure no breaks or serious105

stresses were apparent on the silicon. The functionality of the modules was also tested, using106

the DAQ system described in section 0.2.4.107

0.2.3 Front-end electronics108

For these first proof-of-principle beam tests, an existing ASIC was used: “Skiroc2” [? ], de-109

signed by the Omega group [? ] based at Ecole Polytechnique near Paris. Skiroc2 was devel-110

CuW baseplate
2 3

Gold plated kapton Silicon sensor
1

6

Figure 5: Left: a photo of the assembled bare module showing the PCB with connectors and
holes for wire bonds. The polyimide layer is visible at the corners, where there are also holes
through the module for attaching it to a support (cooling) plate. Right: a complete HGCAL
modules, showing the readout PCB with two wire-bonded Skiroc2 bare-die ASICs (under pro-
tective black potting material)

oped for the CALICE collaboration with silicon-based calorimetry in mind. The chip offers a111

rich functionality of which only a fraction was used. Each Skiroc2 has 64 channels, with each112

channel having a preamplifier and two separate slow shapers, a fast shaper, self-trigger and113

fifteen-cell pipeline, as well as a 12-bit ADC. Only the slow shapers were used in our system as114

we utilized an external trigger (the fast shaper is used for self-trigger). The two shapers have a115

fixed gain ratio of 10:1, providing low- and high-gain amplification and hence a large dynamic116

range with, at the same time, good accuracy for small signals from single particles. For every117

trigger received, both high and low gain signals were read out for every channel. A simplified118

schematic of the Skiroc2 ASIC is shown in Fig. 6.119

Figure 6: A simplified schematic of the Skiroc2 ASIC, showing only the sections used in the
2016 beam tests.

Full module with  
double-layer PCB readout
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Outlook

n Basic design of the detector has been validated and we are making good progress 
towards the final design and construction of a highly granular silicon calorimeter

➤ We benefitted a lot from the work of CALICE and ILC/CLIC communities


n TDR will be written at the end of 2017 with many design choices to be made until then

➤ A lot of work is being done and has already been done to guide these decisions

➤ A fast growing, international community is essential to this effort! 
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CMS Today
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The CMS Detector

2

Tracker

Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL)

Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL)
Solenoid magnet

Muon chambers
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Effects on Current Endcap
n Current endcap is made of PbWO4 crystals 


n Radiation damage results in deteriorated signal yield

➤ Formation of colour centres that cause light absorption

➤ Laser monitoring mitigates this but only to a certain point

➤ Energy resolution constant term after 3000 fb-1 expected to be ~9%

19
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Why upgrading the calorimeters?

Relative response of the existing 
ECAL endcaps

Expected ECAL energy resolution 
after 3000 fb-1

With the current technology
signal yield deteriorated by radiation-induced effects
Mitigated by laser monitoring, but only to a certain point
 →Impact on the energy resolution
 →Constant term: 10% at the end of HL-LHC

Laser monitoring
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Why upgrading the calorimeters?

Relative response of the existing 
ECAL endcaps

Expected ECAL energy resolution 
after 3000 fb-1

With the current technology
signal yield deteriorated by radiation-induced effects
Mitigated by laser monitoring, but only to a certain point
 →Impact on the energy resolution
 →Constant term: 10% at the end of HL-LHC

Laser monitoring

signal loss with eta energy resolution after 3000fb-1 for current EC
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Detector Challenge I: Pile Up

n HL upgrade will result in up to 200 collisions per bunch crossing (from ~50) 

➤ For the HL-LHC baseline option, vertex density increases by a factor ~8

➤ Effects on vertex reconstruction, track purity, jet energy reconstruction …


n Can be mitigated with excellent time resolution and high granularity

➤ If beam is sliced in O(25 ps), vertex density is reduced to the level of 50 coll./bunch crossing

➤ Design calorimeter for particle flow algorithms to aid particle separation

20

4-D Vertex Reconstruction 3
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}  Unfavorable low level effects:
}  Fake vertices and high pT jets from merging 
}  Efficiency loss to associate signal particles (chiefly photons) to vertices
}  Significantly degraded jet and MET performance

}  One avenue for pileup mitigation: precision timing

‘Promoted’ jets from spatially  
unresolved vertices

Jet resolution

Extra energy in jets / isolation cones  
from overlap of (neutral) particles

decrease of jet energy resolution with PU
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n After the HL-LHC upgrade, the CMS end-cap will operate in an unprecedented 
radiation environment

➤ Fluences of up to 1016 neq/cm2 and doses of up to 1.5 MGy 

n Will need very radiation hard detector material and readout

➤ Strong dependency on |η| and |Z| suggest that design can vary with exact location

Detector Challenge II: Radiation

21

114 Chapter 3. Calorimetry

Figure 3.35: Equivalent 1 MeV neutron fluence for Phase-II endcap calorimetry at HL-LHC.

active thickness) will be within ±3 µm of the average for the wafer. This translates to an ef-
fective Gaussian spread of the diffusion depth between the pads in a wafer of 0.6% (1.7%) for
wafers with 300 (100) µm active thickness, respectively. As part of the test and qualification
protocol for wafers the depletion depth of cells will be characterized by voltage/capacitance
measurements with a precision of better than 1%. A number of “longitudinal” towers will be
put into test beams to calibrate the responses to electrons and hadrons before startup.

3.5.12 Radiation tolerance

At the HL-LHC the silicon sensors of the HGC will be exposed to hadron fluences ranging
from about 2 ⇥ 1014 up to about 1016 1 MeV neutron equivalent per cm2 (neq/cm2) as shown in
Fig. 3.35. These fluences are similar to those in the tracker and pixel volumes for the HL-LHC,
and the basic parameters for the HGC sensor design are based on results obtained for the CMS
Phase-II Tracker R&D (e.g. Fig. 3.36, showing charge collection as a function of fluence), and
further dedicated measurements using neutron fluences up to 1.6 ⇥ 1016 n/cm2.

The main difference between the tracker and the HGC is that whereas in the tracker case the
fluence is dominated by charged hadrons, in the case of the HGC it is neutrons that dominate.
A dedicated campaign is underway to determine if the performance of the sensors is affected
differently by neutrons. This study includes both p-in-n and n-in-p sensors, with active thick-
ness of 300, 200, 100 and 50 µm, exposed to fluences up to the highest to which the HGC will
be exposed. First results from neutron irradiation are summarized in Fig. 3.37. At the start
of life the collected charge is about 22, 15 and 9 ke for sensors with 300, 200 and 120 µm ac-
tive thicknesses, respectively. These numbers are calculated using 73 e/µm for the MIP charge
deposition in silicon. Based on the measurements shown above, the collected charge after
3000 fb�1 is estimated to be in the worst case 10, 6 and 4 ke for the three thicknesses. These
numbers are somewhat lower than expected from purely proton irradiation and the reason is
being investigated. Our current design specifies an active thickness of 100 µm for the region
subjected to the highest flux, but in the light of these measurements we may wish to choose an
active thickness of 120 µm. The measured leakage currents for irradiated sensors, at –20� C and
at bias voltages of 600 and 800 V, are consistent with expectations, as can be seen in Fig. 3.38

expected hadron fluences

3.5. Endcap Calorimeter Upgrade 109

Figure 3.30: Predicted radiation dose in the endcap calorimeters for HL-LHC operation.

The scintillator planes are expected to be constructed using doubly-doped scintillator, as de-
scribed in Section 3.4.6. The detailed geometry of the individual tiles will depend on the ex-
pected local radiation dose. The map of the doses expected in the BH region is presented in
Fig. 3.30. The radiation doses range from approximately 5 Mrad to below 1 krad. In the low-
dose regions, the traditional sigma-shaped arrangement of the WLS will be used, while in the
medium-dose regions, the towers will be structured as set of narrow tiles, each of which is
read out by a single WLS fiber running along the length of the finger tile. Figure 3.31 shows a
comparison between a sigma tile and a finger tile. This simple concept increases the radiation
tolerance of the detector because it significantly shortens the average light path between the
particle-scintillator interaction point and the closest WLS fiber.

The front-end electronics for the BH will be heavily based on the HCAL Phase-I upgrade
electronics[5]. However, the reconstruction of the endcap and the integration of the HGC ser-
vices will require changes to the mechanics and structure of the electronics, requiring a re-
construction of the system. The data link of the electronics will be upgraded from the Phase-I
bandwidth of 5 Gbps to the standard Phase-II 10 Gbps, allowing for a higher data concentration
in the readout and trigger electronics.

3.5.10 Trigger and Off-Detector Electronics

Trigger data will be generated from sums of adjacent channels, using every alternate active
plane. The sums will be made with a granularity of 2 ⇥ 2 sensor pads for the both the EE and
FH, and sent at the full rate of 40 MHz by the front-end electronics to the services cavern where
trigger primitives will be generated. The total number of trigger sums will be about 600k for the
EE and 250k for the FH. In the BH, each digitized sample will be transferred to the off-detector
electronics, with no pipeline in the front-end.

Trigger primitives, to be sent to the Level-1 calorimeter trigger, will be constructed in the off-
detector electronics from the single-plane sums and the BH samples. The calorimeter electron-
ics will be responsible for forming local longitudinal clusters and projective “towers” for use
in the calorimeter trigger.

expected total dose
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Particle Flow Principle

n Particle Flow Analysis aims to improve energy 
resolution by resolving the showers of the 
individual particles in a jet by combining 
information from various detectors

➤ Link tracks and clusters

➤ Utilise e.g. momentum measurement from 

tracks for charged hadrons for energy 
measurement


➤ Summing up energies is replaced by a TMVA 
problem


n Needs technology that allows high granularity 
and fast timing to distinguish shower 
components

➤ Lots of R&D by CALICE for linear collider 

detectors (CLIC, ILC)

➤ Si/W ECAL, Sci/Fe HCAL, analog vs digital 

energy information, etc. 

22

Visualisation from PandoraPFA
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Particle Flow in CMS

23

Particle Flow (PF) approach

17

Position, momentum 
of charged particles : 
e±, π±, μ±

Silicon Tracker Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter

Position & ID, energy 
of e±,γ, π0

Hadron Calorimeter

Energy of hadrons : 
p, n, π±, K ..

Position & momentum 
of μ±

Muon Chambers
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Particle Flow in HGCAL

n Algorithms still far from optimised but already able to recovery run 1 performance

➤ Electron identification

➤ Jet energy resolution

24
�

Introduction Design and readout Triggers Simulation Conclusion

Expected performance for particle identification

Electron identification efficiency and
fake rate
Preliminary algorithms ) recover
run I performance.

Jet energy resolution
Far from optimal particle flow
algorithm ) still already recovering
run I performance.

A.-M. Magnan HGCAL Siena, 04/10/2016 13 / 14
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n Automatic gantry now ready at UCSB

➤ Throughput of around 20 modules/day/assembly site is estimated

Module Assembly

25
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Automation	tests	steps	
(3)	Just	about	to	pickup		
dummy	sensor	

(2)	Glue	dispensed	on	aluminum	
baseplate	with	kapton	

(4)	Sensor	just	placed	
on	to	the	baseplate.	

(5)	External	vacuum	applied	so	that	
module	can	be	removed	from	
gantry	for	overnight	cure.	

(1)	Module	assembly	base	plate	is	
vacuum	chucked	during	assembly	to	
make	sure	it	does	not	move.	

Photos	and	Videos	

(4) Sensor is placed on 
the baseplate

(5) External Vacuum holds the 
module during overnight curing 

(1) Module baseplate is vacuum 
chucked during assembly

(2) Glue is dispensed on the kapton 
covered baseplate

(3) Tool picks up the sensor
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Sensor Testing I

n To test the sensor IV and CV characteristics under 
realistic conditions, one needs to bias all sensor 
cells during the tests.

➤ Electric field configuration determines Vbd and 

changes drastically with floating cells.

➤ Use probe card to contact and bias all cells at the 

same time.

➤ Spring loaded pins, so called pogo pins, to control 

uniform contact. 


n Depending on the sensor layout, we need to probe 
between 128 and 512 channels.

➤ Use a switching matrix to measure them one after the 

other

➤ To avoid a large and clumsy system, integrate the 

components as much as possible


n Therefore, a high performant and fully integrated 
switching matrix has been designed as a plugin 
card that sits directly on top of the probe card.

26

CAD drawings of the assembled cards.

Pogo pins can be seen in the top 

picture.
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Sensor Testing II

27

Picture of the full setup installed at CERN. 

It is being tested and characterised right now.

n Some details of the system

➤ Low leakage current of ~10 pA

➤ Low parasitic capacitances of ~ 80pF @ 50kHz in 

total, including traces on the probe card

➤ Can handle 512 input channels

➤ Avoid hundred of coax cables from probe card to 

external switching matrix


n Integration into existing probestation via mounting 
frame that allows to adjust parallelism of cards to 
sensor/chuck
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Testbeam Results

n Overall performance with Skiroc2 readout

➤ Pedestals found to be stable over time

➤ For MIPs we have S/N ~ 7.4 for 200µm

➤ Energy recovery of fraction lost in thick 

absorbers via dE/dx weighting 
➤ Shower development matches simulation

28

Arabella Martelli 31/01/17

MIP calibration
• Response to single μ / pions / protons 

• About 14% cells calibrated per layer (CERN) 
• Assume 5% systematic error on the MIP calibration: 
- 2 to 5% difference in MIP calibration with muon/pion runs  

depending on the skiroc 

• ADC-to-MIP measured on data with pion/proton is rescaled to equivalent calibration for 
500MeV muons, using a ratio measured in MC  
=> MIP energy scale is set wrt MPV of 500MeV muon in 200um Si = 51.91 keV
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CERN: Noise ~ 2.4 ADC 
            MIP ~ 17 ADC 
            S/N ~ 7.4

PEDESTAL 
120 GeV 
proton 

Arabella Martelli 31/01/17

Energy reconstruction
• In each layer: sum of all cells above 2MIP threshold 
• Over the layers: with averaged dE/dx weights, to account for the energy lost in the 

upstream absorber 
- assuming that ionisation is the main process 

• Use of averaged dE/dx weights in configurations with thick absorbers and reduced 
sampling fraction:  
- cannot aim at full energy recovery (scale) 
- good recovery of fraction of energy  

lost in the absorber 

• Improved energy resolution by ~20%
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HGCAL response to 
electrons:CERN

Longitudinal e- shower profile 
in 8 layers.

Response vs Beam Energy.
Mean of a gaussian fit.

CMS Preliminary

CMS Preliminary

CMS PreliminaryCMS Preliminary CMS Preliminary

S/N for MIPs Energy resolution Shower development

0.4. Simulation framework and geometries 7
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Figure 5: Setup I (top) and setup II (bottom) at CERN. One module consists of Cu cooling plate
(red), CuW baseplate (violet), Si and PCB (green).
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Time Resolution

n Measure the intrinsic time resolution one can obtain from planar silicon sensors in 
a calorimeter environment (intrinsically large signals!).

➤ 25 cells of a HGCAL module readout via a 5Gs/s digitiser

➤ MCP with Δt ~ 5ps as reference timer


n Testbeam at FNAL with up to 32 GeV electrons

➤ Cell level time resolution ~25ps

➤ Improve to cluster level time resolution ~15ps

➤ Many subtle effects that have to be taken care of

➤ Same setup last year at CERN with up to 250 GeV electrons

➤ Analysis ongoing
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Experimental setup

• HGCal Timing Layer:
• 300 μm sensor thickness, 25 cells are instrumented and read out
• each channel is equipped with its own amplifier chain (total gain = 120)
• Photek 240 reference timer ( t0 )
• Signals digitized by the DRS4 32-channels CAEN VME board

3

Additional Longitudinal Layers

• First perform this measurement for a run without any absorber between the 
HGC timing layer and the MCP

• The individual layers achieve time resolution of 15.4 ps and 13.3 ps

14

HGCal timing layer Photonis MCP
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Channels used in the analysis
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(Left) a depiction of the innermost 7 pixels used in the analysis. 
(Right) the full 25-channel area that was equipped with dedicated 
readout. CMS Preliminary


